Plants Really Do Talk to Each Other

And the trees said to the fig tree, Come thou, and reign over us. – Judges 9:10

For many years, Creation Moments has been sharing information about the ways that plants and trees talk to each other to protect each other from invaders. Many scientists have ridiculed us for making such outrageous claims. But they’re not laughing any longer.

As Wired online recently commented, "The evidence for plant communication is only a few decades old. The first few 'talking tree' papers quickly were shot down as statistically flawed or too artificial and research ground to a halt. But the science of plant communication is now staging a comeback." Though plant communication is still a tiny field, the scientists who study it are no longer seen as a lunatic fringe.

Scientists are now saying that plants not only communicate with other plants, they communicate with insects as well, sending airborne messages that act as distress signals to predatory insects so that they will come and kill the plant-eating bugs.

Though scientists are now learning more about how plants communicate, they appear to have little interest in learning how God communicates with man. But scientists who are Christians know the blessing of communicating with God through prayer and the reading of His inspired Word.

Ref: "How Plants Secretly Talk to Each Other." Wired online, 12/20/13. Photo: Ecologist Richard Karban (UC-Davis) studies how sagebrush communicate. Photo from Wired online. (Fair Use)
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